
Lehrstuhl für Theoretishe InformationstehnikHomework 12 in Cryptography IProf. Dr. Rudolf Mathar, Mihael Naehrig28.01.2008Exerise 34:Consider the following ryptosystem. Message spaeM, iphertext spae C and key spae
K all oinide with the spae of bit sequenes of length 8, i.e.M = C = K = {0, 1}8.A message m = m1m2m3m4m5m6m7m8 is enrypted with the key k = k1k2k3k4k5k6k7k8as follows. First, message and key are divided into halves of 4 bits eah:

m = L0R0, k = K0K1.Enryption e now works in 2 rounds:
L1 = R0, R1 = f(L0, K0),

L2 = R1, R2 = f(L1, K1).The ryptogram is e(m, k) = c = L2R2. The funtion f : {0, 1}8 → {0, 1}8 whih is usedfor enryption is de�ned as follows:
f(Li, Ki) = S(Li)⊕Ki,where S is the permutation ipher given by the permutation (

1 2 3 4
4 3 2 1

)

.(a) Show that the ryptosystem has perfet serey, if keys are hosen with equal proba-bility.Hint: First of all �nd a losed formula for e.(b) Enrypt m = 01011100 with the key k = 10010001.() Is it possible to use the same algorithm with a di�erent key for deryption? If so,whih key must be taken?



Exerise 35.For primes p with p ≡ 3 (mod 4) using Euler's riterium we have an e�ient proedure,to ompute square roots modulo p. For primes p with p ≡ 5 (mod 8) there exists also adeterministi algorithm, to ompute square roots modulo p:Input: A prime p suh that p ≡ 5 (mod 8) and a quadrati residue a modulo pOutput: Both square roots of a modulo p
d← a

p−1

4 mod pif (d = 1) then
r ← a

p+3

8 mod pend ifif (d = p− 1) then
r ← 2a(4a)

p−5

8 mod pend ifreturn (r,−r)a) Show, that 1 and p− 1 are the only values whih d an assume.b) Show, that the algorithm indeed omputes both square roots of a modulo p, by usingthat 2 is a quadrati non-residue modulo p.Exerise 36:Alie's publi RSA-key is (n, e) = (4819, 2753). Sign the doument m with hash h(m) = 117in the name of Alie.Exerise 37:Bob's publi ElGamal-key is (p, a, y) = (101, 2, 11).(a) Determine the plain text of the message (c1, c2) = (64, 79) whih was sent to Bobwithout omputing Bob's private key.(b) Now determine Bob's private ElGamal-key.Exerise 38.The RSA-system is based on the ring Zn = Z/nZ = Z/(pq)Z for two primes p and q.Desribe, how RSA an be arried over to the ring F2[X]/(fg)F2[X]. For this let f and gbe two irreduible polynomials in F2[X] suh that deg(f) + deg(g) = 2048.Answer the following questions:a) How an a message m ∈ {0, 1}2048 be represented as an element of F2[X]/(fg)F2[X]?b) How must publi and private keys of a user A be hosen?) Determine the enryption and deryption funtions?Additionally answer the following question:d) Does the onstruted system have omparable seurity to RSA? Give reasons for youranswer!Hint: It holds |(F2[X]/(fg)F2[X])∗| = (2deg(f) − 1)(2deg(g) − 1).


